Science - Materials
4
Would
you live in a paper
house?!
We will look at how different
materials in our environment are
better suited for different
purposes.

Religious
Education
We will be looking
at Special and
sacred times for
different people
particularly
focusing on
Easter.

Geography

Computing

We will be exploring a range of different
castles and the features of them. We will be
identifying different castles within the UK and
using maps to find these. We will also be
exploring physical and human features of
castles and where they are suitable to build!

We will be putting our newly
learned ICT skills into
practice to create story
books based on traditional
tales on the iPads.

Music
Recording skills
at the ready…we
will be using a
range of
materials to
make different
sounds. We will
also be exploring
tuned and
untuned
instruments.

English
We will be exploring a range of fiction texts
such as Puss in Boots and putting our story
writing to the test!
We will also be looking to write instructions, so
get your bossy verbs at the ready!

Where is the
best place to
build my
castle?
Design and
Technology

Maths
Number: Place value to 20
We will continue to look at place
value to 20 by comparing numbers
and groups of objects, alongside
ordering numbers forwards and
backwards.
Number: Addition and subtraction to
20
We will be continuing to use the
addition, minus and equals symbol
to interpret mathematical
statements up to 20.

Teddy Houses

Physical Education

‘I’ll huff and I’ll puff and
I’ll blow your house
down!’ Oh no you won’t,
because we will be
using our knowledge of
materials learnt in
science to plan and
make strong houses for
our teddies!

Dance
We will be looking at castle themed
dances and the different people who
you may find in castles!

Enrichment and Trips
We are in the middle of finding
something exciting to enrich our castles
topic!

Parent/Carers reply slip. Please send in your suggestions and comments by returning this slip to your child’s class teacher.

